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From the creator of the Gundemonium Collection comes a thrilling new 2D action-platformer!
Help Bunny escape the Devils’ Labyrinth and defeat the 7 Devils in this hil 5d3b920ae0
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I thought I'd rated this game years ago. I'm disappointed in myself that I haven't. This is a fun quirky metroidvania with some
unique powerups that set apart from missiles and morph balls. These are a diverse mix and plenty of them are completely
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optional which should please explorers and collectors alike. Its story is very tongue in cheek with several playful jabs at other
games in the genre, references to other Platine Dispositif games and random self-contained bits of comedy throughout the game
that are funny by their own merit. First and foremost, the platforming has a very rigid structure. Movement is tight without the
slippery Mario feel, but it's not immediately understandable. It really helps to understand for instance that you can jump higher
from a standstill than while running. Players unwilling to commit such mechanics to memory may struggle, but this structure
means players who do should find the controls are an asset rather than a liability. The game sports its own set of challenges
related to various types of game completion including each permutation of speed run and 100% completion. There's also
challenges for minimal completion, defeating each boss in the game in a certain way and finding a handful of unique situations
throughout the game. These naturally port well to Steam's achievement system, and have been. Bosses mostly feel like they've
come from a bullet hell, which is no coincidence as it is Platine Dispositif's forte. Fortunately health is generous enough to
compensate for the increased number of enemy projectiles and as with all games of this genre bosses' patterns can be
memorised and manipulated with experience. This game received a few enhancements and changes for its English release. Some
of these are improvements, such as the remixes by Leila "Woofle" Wilson of Freedom Planet fame. Others not so much, like
the severe nerfing of Elixirs' effectiveness. Sadly the Steam version didn't receive subsequent improvements made in a later PS4
port. But it remains a very playable and entertaining game in its own right. For the asking price and by today's standards it's
probably best bought during a sale. To those of you who may have received it from a previous bundle, it's definitely worth a try..
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